
Learning Landscapes

AGILE PODS



Poor school acoustics can make a teacher’s 
job difficult. A noisy, excitable class with
uncomfortably high reverberation levels can 
lead to raised stress, resulting in unproductive
lesson time for teachers and students.

The first of its kind.

AgilePOD offers a calm zone within any space. This unique
sanctuary is a fun and stylish cocoon-like design with
rechargeable battery driven power making it easy to relocate
and re-purpose throughout the building. The fully inclusive 
acoustic Pod provides a quiet haven for students to work 
alone or in focused collaboration without being closed off by 
claustrophobic doors.

AgilePOD adds a new dimension to your space with Class A 
rated acoustic performance: Noise-absorbing properties 
reduce distraction and reverberation inside and outside the 
Pod thanks to its innovative, sound softening materials, 
modular design and shape.





Audio Quality

AgilePOD is the perfect audio space to record a high quality 
podcast or listen back to a recording.

ADA

AgilePOD is perfect for easy wheelchair entry and exit.
Our goal is to create environments where all children can flourish.
ADA/wheelchair-compliant AgilePOD can be used by everyone.



Neurodiversity In The Classroom

Students with autism who are included in regular classrooms 
develop more positive views of themselves, form friendships with 
neurotypical kids, and are better able to keep up with the 
curriculum and learn important academic skills.

AgilePOD provides neurodivergent students with a space that 
helps improve their concentration, The pods act as a quiet space in 
the classroom if they need to de-stress. Teachers can use the pod 
to help a student avoid a build-up of stress or help them to
recover quickly if stress does occur, without drawing attention to 
the rest of the class.



Locate Anywhere

AgilePOD+ can be located anywhere in a room. The unique 
untethered AgilePOD+ features a quick release battery that clips 
into the pod wall and powers the lighting and the user's laptop or 
tablet. This means you are no longer limited by the onboard battery 
capacity of your laptop or tablet. The TSA limits laptops to 100 
watt-hours. Most laptops include 50 watt-hours. Agile Pod + has 
an agile power system built in that adds an extra 200 watt-hours. 

Advantages 
- No wires means no trip hazards 
- Shared resource 
- Powers any device

If a wired power and lighting option is preferred that 
is also available.

Pop-up
AgilePOD is agile, simply a breeze to assemble, disassemble 
and easily relocated.

Be Seen
The AgilePOD design ensures occupants can be seen 
and no doors means no escape hazards.





A bean bag, a table, a campfire setting? Our furniture works 
seamlessly with AgilePOD. We design blended classrooms,
libraries or open communal spaces to be flexible and valuable 
to your community. 

Our furniture designs have a significant social and economic 
purpose. Our product development teams aim to positively impact 
education, community, and the natural environment while 
promoting joy, curiosity, imagination, wellness and agility.

Take a look at some of our suggested products that work with 
AgilePOD allowing you to get the most out of it.

Xbrick Modular brick

Mbob Chair range

Kite® Mobile folding table

What do we need in our Pod today?

Products



Flomo Modular brick

Lips Rocking seat

Xbrick+ Powers devices for 
up to 13 hours of 
constant use

Versatilis Fixed frame table 
available in multiple 
heights and sizes

Donut Soft seat

Products
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